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Abstract

A large body of work has demonstrated attacks that rely on the difference between CPUs’ nominal instruction set architectures and their actual (microarchitectural) implementations. Most of these attacks, like Spectre, bypass the CPU’s data-protection boundaries. A recent line of work considers a different primitive, called a microarchitectural weird machine (µWM), that can execute computations almost entirely using microarchitectural side effects. While µWMs would seem to be an extremely powerful tool, e.g., for obfuscating malware, thus far they have seen very limited application. This is because prior µWMs must be hand-crafted by experts, and even then have trouble reliably executing complex computations.

In this work, we show that µWMs are a practical, near-term threat. First, we design a new µWM architecture, Flexo, that improves performance by 1–2 orders of magnitude and reduces circuit size by 75–87%, dramatically improving the applicability of µWMs to complex computation. Second, we build the first compiler from a high-level language to µWMs, letting experts craft automatic optimizations and non-experts construct state-of-the-art obfuscated computations. Finally, we demonstrate the practicality of our approach by extending the popular UPX packer to encrypt its payload and use a µWM for decryption, frustrating malware analysis.

1 Introduction

Modern processors achieve impressive performance through astonishing complexity. In the last two decades, however, it has become clear that this complexity threatens to completely undermine memory isolation, which is crucial for nearly every aspect of software security. This realization followed the discovery of numerous microarchitectural attacks capable of leaking sensitive information—in the worst case, an entire program’s memory—even in the absence of software bugs [3–8, 13, 15, 21, 26, 31, 34, 39–54, 57–60, 64, 66–69, 72, 76–78, 80, 82, 84, 85, 87, 89, 90, 92, 94–100, 104, 105, 109–111, 113, 116–118, 126–128, 130, 133–136, 139–141]. These attacks stem from the difference between the abstraction the processor is intended to expose and the abstraction that its implementation actually exposes—a gap that is primarily the result of complexity in service of performance. As an example, a recent wave of microarchitectural attacks relies on the fact that the CPU may transiently execute code that, per the semantics of the instruction set architecture (ISA), it should not [13, 21, 52, 57, 66–69, 77, 80, 84, 85, 97–100, 105, 113, 116–118, 127, 128, 139]. While the ISA guarantees that architectural state (e.g., the contents of registers and memory) does not reflect such transient execution, it makes no promises about implicit, microarchitectural state (e.g., the contents of the cache or the internal state of the CPU’s branch prediction machinery). Crucially, although this microarchitectural state is not exposed by the ISA, programs can nevertheless modify and observe this state (e.g., through timing measurements that reveal cache residency). The result is that the actual processor architecture is a strict superset of the intended one (i.e., the ISA)—and that superset can give attackers superpowers.

A processor’s superset-of-ISA functionality is an instance of the weird machine paradigm [11, 17, 35, 36] which considers, for a given system, a “weird system” that extends the system’s intended behavior with its unintended but observable behavior. This paradigm formalizes the notion that an attacker’s interaction with a system is bound by its actual implementation, not by the designer’s intent. For CPUs, the past two decades have demonstrated empirically that securing the ISA is insufficient: it is the entire weird system—the ISA plus observable microarchitecture—that must withstand attacks.

One recent line of work [38, 62, 63, 123, 125] explores microarchitectural weird machines (µWMs)—code gadgets that perform computation purely through microarchitectural side effects. µWMs resist analysis, both because they leave little or no trace in the CPU’s architectural state and because they are essentially invisible to conventional debuggers (as one

1 Calling this code a weird machine is arguably an abuse of terminology: strictly speaking, the code executes on the computational substrate exposed by the weird superset of the ISA that is inherent in the CPU’s microarchitecture. We nevertheless follow colloquial usage and call the code gadgets µWMs.
example: single-stepping through a µWM destroys the computation). At first blush, such stealthy computation seems as if it should lead to attacks at least as powerful as prior work focused on crossing data-protection boundaries (e.g., Spectre [68] and Meltdown [77]); indeed, prior work predicted that µWMs would see widespread use in applications like malware obfuscation. To date, however, their only applications have been clever but somewhat narrow: obfuscating simple computations like 160-bit XOR and 2-block SHA-1 [38], and improving cache side-channel attacks [62, 63].

This motivates our research question: is there any reason to worry that µWMs can be made practical?—and thus, is there any reason to invest effort in developing countermeasures? By practical, we mean two specific criteria, neither of which has been satisfied by prior work. First, it should be possible to build µWMs that reliably compute complex functions with reasonable performance across a range of microarchitectures. Second, such µWMs should be broadly usable, not limited to a handful of experts who painstakingly hand-craft weird functionality. In this paper we address these challenges, then answer our motivating question in the affirmative by building a malware packer that uses µWMs to hinder analysis (§6).

In prior work, reliability of µWMs on complex computations is a thorny issue: a µWM’s reliability tends to fall off precipitously as the size of the computation increases. While prior work has explored techniques for detecting and correcting errors, these tend to dramatically increase a computation’s execution time even when no error occurs. Our µWM design (§3), somewhat unintuitively, starts with a more costly differential logic encoding (i.e., one in which each bit is represented by the difference between two “wires”). Although this seems like it should make scaling more difficult, it has the effect of making error detection and logical inversion nearly free—and since these were by far the most costly primitives in prior work (§2.2), the result is dramatically improved scaling.

This µWM design, which we call Flexo, is also far more generic than prior work: rather than implementing a family of small logic gates, we give a design that can compute any N-input boolean function (N is determined by the CPU; our testbed machines can handle 4-input functions; §3.1, §5). This makes our design particularly suitable as a compilation target, a fact we leverage in our first-of-its-kind µWM compiler (§4). Our compilation toolchain, which extends LLVM [73], consumes C/C++ code and emits an assembly Flexo implementation. Beyond making Flexo accessible to non-experts, our compiler makes it possible to create µWM-specific optimization passes; we implement one as a proof of concept.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We propose a new circuit design for µWMs that reduces circuit size by 75–87%, resulting in 1–2 orders of magnitude speedup. Our design enables bit-wise error detection and correction—in one case improving a circuit’s accuracy from 0.3% to 99.9%—while imposing almost no overhead for circuits with high uncorrected accuracy.
- We design a compiler that can turn high-level C/C++ code into a µWM and use it to compile the SHA-1 hash and the AES and Simon ciphers into µWMs.
- We present a weird machine packer that uses Flexo to obfuscate UPX’s [88] unpacking process. Our packer encrypts the packed executable, which a µWM later decrypts at runtime. The packer currently supports AES and Simon decryption modules, which we implement in under six hundred lines of C—but our compiler makes it easy to build different obfuscated encryption schemes.

2 Background and related work

This section discusses transient execution (§2.1), upon which we (and others) build microarchitectural weird machines (§2.2). We discuss related work on circuit compilers in Section 4, and likewise for binary packers in Section 6.

2.1 Transient execution

Transient execution occurs when a processor executes transient instructions that are never committed to the architectural state [22]. Even though they do not change architectural state, transient instructions can leave traces in the microarchitectural state (e.g., the cache), and these traces can be observed by an attacker using microarchitectural side channels [3–8, 15, 26, 31, 34, 39–51, 53, 54, 58–60, 64, 72, 76, 78, 82, 87, 89, 90, 92, 94–96, 104, 109–111, 126, 130, 133–136, 140, 141]. This behavior is the foundation of transient execution attacks [13, 21, 52, 57, 66–69, 77, 80, 84, 85, 97–100, 105, 113, 116–118, 127, 128, 139], in which attackers exploit transient execution to access and leak program data. We adopt prior work’s terminology and define the transient window as the period of time during which a processor executes transient instructions (e.g., following a branch misprediction or a fault). The length of a transient window depends on the time required for the processor to realize that the instructions executed within it were, in fact, transient and should be discarded.

As a concrete example of transient execution—in fact, the kind that our compiler targets (§4)—consider transient execution due to return address misprediction [69, 80]. The return stack buffer (RSB) is a small per-core structure that predicts the target of ret instructions. The RSB stores the address of each instruction that follows a call instruction, predicting that the calls will return to the addresses it has stored. The prediction is usually correct—except when a function overwrites its return address during execution. In such cases, the processor transiently executes at the (mispredicted) address stored in the RSB until it knows the function’s real return address. The length of the transient window, therefore, depends on the time the function takes to compute and load its
actual return address. By computing that return address using different sequences of high-latency instructions, an attacker can tune the length of the transient window.

2.2 Microarchitectural weird machines

Microarchitectural weird machines (\(\mu\)WMs) run computations that are, in theory, invisible to architectural state: they use cache residency information to store values, and transient execution and microarchitectural side channels to compute on those values.\(^2\) The first \(\mu\)WM [38] relied on Intel TSX for transient execution and could obfuscate 160-bit XOR and 2-block SHA-1. However, it was relatively slow (26.5 min to run 2-block SHA-1) and leaked about 40% of its intermediate values to architectural state. Subsequent work improved \(\mu\)WMs’ construction and expanded their applications [62, 63, 125]. Wang et al. [125] show that any transient primitive (e.g., exceptions and branch predictors) can create \(\mu\)WMs, and that both x86_64 and ARM CPUs can execute them. Kaplan [62] and Katzman et al. [63] build \(\mu\)WMs that amplify cache side-channel signals, and Katzman et al. [63] also present \(\mu\)WMs that are much faster (923 ms to run 2-block SHA-1) and stealthier (leaking about 1% of intermediate values to architectural state) than prior work.

**Computational model** \(\mu\)WMs compute on *weird registers*, registers stored in microarchitectural state. Each weird register can store a binary value and is associated with a cache line. The value of a weird register is determined by the *cache residency* of its cache line: if its line is in the cache, the weird register value is ‘1’; if not, the weird register value is ‘0’. In other words, weird registers are memory addresses that store values in microarchitectural (i.e., cache) state, rather than using main memory to store values in architectural state.

To set the value of a weird register to ‘1’, a \(\mu\)WM must bring the register’s cache line into the cache by loading or storing its memory address. To set the value of a weird register to ‘0’, a \(\mu\)WM must remove its cache line from the cache by flushing its memory address (e.g., using `clflush`).

\(\mu\)WMs use transient execution to execute code gadgets that modify the values of weird registers. These gadgets (or “weird gates” or “circuits”) implement boolean functions with one or more input registers and a single output register. In the following, we give examples of basic gates that, e.g., set the value of an output weird register when both input registers are ‘1’. In these examples, the input registers always have an all-zeros architectural value (i.e., the value in main memory), and the output weird register’s microarchitectural value is initially ‘0’ (i.e., flushed from cache).

**AND and OR gates** Prior work [63, 125] builds AND and OR gates by exploiting the time difference between (fast) cache hits and (slow) cache misses. Listing 1, for example, shows a weird gate that computes output \(\text{Out}[0]\) as \(\text{In1}[0] \text{ AND } \text{In2}[0]\)—so \(\text{Out}[0]\) ends up in the cache (i.e., as ‘1’) only if \(\text{In1}[0]\) and \(\text{In2}[0]\) were in the cache (i.e., were ‘1’) to begin with. To execute this code, the processor checks the cache for both weird registers, and fetches them if they are not there. It uses the architectural values of these registers to compute the address of \(\text{Out}[0]\), which it then fetches into cache. Therefore, if the transient window is shorter than the cache miss latency, the output weird register will end up in cache *only if* both input registers are already in cache; otherwise, the processor will not have time to pull the output register into cache (i.e., set its value to ‘1’) before transient execution ends.

Building a correct gate requires controlling the length of the transient window; see the prior section for more detail on controlling this length.

**NOT gate** Prior work [62, 63, 125] uses \(\mu\)WMs to implement the NOT gate in Listing 2, with input weird register \(\text{In}[0]\) and output register \(\text{Out}[0]\). This gate controls the length of the transient window so that the processor only fetches the output into the cache when the input is *not* in the cache. The first step (not pictured) is training the branch predictor to take the false branch at line one and jump straight to line two. Then, when the weird gate executes, the branch predictor mispredicts the branch and transiently executes line two. If \(\text{In}[0]\) is in cache (‘1’), the processor can resolve the branch target quickly. This *does not* give the processor time to pull \(\text{Out}[0]\) into cache, since delay is a function that takes more time than a cache hit (but less than a cache miss) to compute. In contrast, when \(\text{In}[0]\) is not in cache (i.e., ‘0’), the processor has time to bring \(\text{Out}[0]\) into cache (i.e., make it ‘1’).

Executing more complex logic in a single transient window
So far we have discussed executing a single, one- or two-input gate per transient window. In practice, it is more efficient to execute as much weird computation as possible within a single transient window. For example, Listing 3 uses an AND gate...
and an OR gate to compute $\text{Out}[0] = (\text{In1}[0] \land \text{In2}[0]) \lor \text{In3}[0]$ within one transient execution.

Listing 3: A composed AND and OR gate. The output is initially not in the cache, and the inputs have architectural values set to zero. This gate is executed in transient execution.

\begin{verbatim}
1 Out[In1[In2[0]]] = 0;
2 Out[In3[0]] = 0;
\end{verbatim}

Looking ahead, Section 5 shows that Flexo reduces circuit size by 75–87%, contributing to its 17% higher accuracy and 25× faster runtime compared to the prior state of the art [63]. In this section, we define our encoding (§3.1), then outline how this encoding makes error detection simple (§3.2) and how we optimize Flexo gates (§3.3) for accuracy.

3 New circuit construction

We propose a new weird circuit construction, Flexo, for computing arbitrary $N$-input, one-output boolean functions within a single transient execution. The number of inputs, $N$, is architecture-dependent; the x86_64 machines we evaluate in this paper support 4-input functions (§3.1, §5).

Flexo uses a differential (or dual-rail) encoding [115, Ch. 9], wherein a logical value is represented as the difference between two “wire” values. Here, a wire is exactly a weird register, and its value is stored as cache residency information. At first glance, using twice as many wires seems wasteful—and for simple boolean functions like AND and OR, it is. But when expressing more complex functionality, the benefits of our generic, high-level computational primitive outweigh the costs (§5). Specifically, Flexo improves:

- **Performance.** Prior work implements complex functionality by composing a small set of simple gates (e.g., AND, OR, and NOT [38, 62, 63, 125]); in general, such compositions span multiple transient executions. Implementing the same functionality with Flexo uses fewer, more complex gates, each taking a single transient execution. Empirically, this yields smaller, faster circuits. For example, all prior work computes 2-input XOR by composing (at least) five transient executions; Flexo computes 4-input XOR in a single execution.

- **Accuracy.** Since circuits built from Flexo gates are more concise than existing constructions, they are less susceptible to errors caused by microarchitectural noise. Further, even when errors happen, Flexo’s differential encoding makes them easy to detect (and thus correct!): since only two of the four possible configurations for a gate’s output value are valid, the other two configurations indicate an error in the gate’s execution (§3.2).

- **Flexibility.** Because Flexo can implement any $N$-to-1 boolean function (for our testbeds, $N = 4$; §5), it is an easier compilation target than prior designs: our compiler synthesizes a set of 4-input truth tables, then implements them directly. We discuss further in Section 4.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Flexo uses a differential (or dual-rail) encoding [115, Ch. 9], wherein a logical value is represented as the difference between two “wire” values. Here, a wire is exactly a weird register, and its value is stored as cache residency information. At first glance, using twice as many wires seems wasteful—and for simple boolean functions like AND and OR, it is. But when expressing more complex functionality, the benefits of our generic, high-level computational primitive outweigh the costs (§5). Specifically, Flexo improves:

- **Performance.** Prior work implements complex functionality by composing a small set of simple gates (e.g., AND, OR, and NOT [38, 62, 63, 125]); in general, such compositions span multiple transient executions. Implementing the same functionality with Flexo uses fewer, more complex gates, each taking a single transient execution. Empirically, this yields smaller, faster circuits. For example, all prior work computes 2-input XOR by composing (at least) five transient executions; Flexo computes 4-input XOR in a single execution.

- **Accuracy.** Since circuits built from Flexo gates are more concise than existing constructions, they are less susceptible to errors caused by microarchitectural noise. Further, even when errors happen, Flexo’s differential encoding makes them easy to detect (and thus correct!): since only two of the four possible configurations for a gate’s output value are valid, the other two configurations indicate an error in the gate’s execution (§3.2).

- **Flexibility.** Because Flexo can implement any $N$-to-1 boolean function (for our testbeds, $N = 4$; §5), it is an easier compilation target than prior designs: our compiler synthesizes a set of 4-input truth tables, then implements them directly. We discuss further in Section 4.

Looking ahead, Section 5 shows that Flexo reduces circuit size by 75–87%, contributing to its 17% higher accuracy and 25× faster runtime compared to the prior state of the art [63]. In this section, we define our encoding (§3.1), then outline how this encoding makes error detection simple (§3.2) and how we optimize Flexo gates (§3.3) for accuracy.

3.1 Differential encoding

We use a classical differential encoding, which represents a logical boolean value (i.e., $\text{true}$ or $\text{false}$) as the difference of two wire values (recall that our wire values are stored in weird registers; §2.2). One wire suffices to encode a boolean value: when the wire has a high value (H), we usually say it encodes $\text{true}$, and likewise for a low value (L) and $\text{false}$. In contrast, a differential encoding represents a boolean value $w$ with two wire values, $w_-$ and $w_+$, such that $w_+ \neq w_-$. To represent $w = \text{false}$, we choose $w_-w_+ = \text{HL}$, and likewise $w = \text{true}$ is represented as $w_-w_+ = \text{LH}$. Since there are four possible states for the combination of two wires (i.e., $w_-w_+ \in \{\text{HH}, \text{HL}, \text{LH}, \text{LL}\}$), $w_-w_+$ can also represent two invalid states (i.e., when $w_- = w_+$).

Representing boolean functions with differential encodings Consider a boolean function $o = f(i_1, \ldots, i_N)$, where $o, i_1, \ldots, i_N \in \{\text{true}, \text{false}\}$. We can think of a differential gate computing $f$ as a pair of boolean expressions, one that computes each of the differential output wires, i.e., $o_- = f_-(i_1-i_1, \ldots, i_N-i_N)$ and $o_+ = f_+(i_1-i_1, \ldots, i_N-i_N)$, where $f_+ = f$ and $f_- = \neg f$.

Deriving expressions for $f_+$ and $f_-$ is straightforward: first, expand the logical expressions for $f$ and $\neg f$ to minterm canonical form (i.e., to a sum of products). Next, replace each non-negated variable $v$ with that variable’s $v_+$ wire, and each negated variable $w$ with that variable’s $w_-$ wire. The result is a pair of inversion-free expressions that compute $o_-, o_+$. Logical manipulations like these are used extensively by electronic design automation (EDA) toolchains, e.g., tools used to program field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [19, 79, 129]; our compiler (§4) uses Yosys [129] for this procedure.

As a concrete example of differential encoding, consider the AND gate $o = f(i_1, i_2) = i_1 \land i_2$. We have that $f(i_1, i_2) = \neg(i_1 \land i_2) = \neg i_1 \lor \neg i_2$, where the latter expression is the minterm canonical form, meaning that the following pair of
Thus, if a given CPU supports Flexo’s XOR on N inputs, Flexo can compute any N-input function. Our experiments show that the eight x86_64 testbed architectures on which we evaluate (§5, Table 1) can correctly evaluate at most a 4-input XOR (and thus, any 4-input boolean function) in a single transient execution. Other microarchitectures may differ.

### 3.2 Bit-wise error detection and correction

Flexo’s differential encoding gives bit-wise error detection “for free,” and lets us build accurate error correction that does not impose high overhead. Prior work [38, 63] implements error correction with majority-of-five voting, which requires re-running a circuit five times to produce a final, error-corrected output. In this approach, however, error correction does not scale with the accuracy of the underlying circuit: it imposes unnecessary overhead for already-accurate circuits and may not run enough error-correction rounds to correct inaccurate circuits. Flexo overcomes these limitations by dynamically re-executing a circuit only when it detects an error. Section 5 shows that this approach has small overhead (∼1.8%) for circuits with good accuracy yet can correct extremely low accuracy—in one case, improving a circuit with 0.3% uncorrected accuracy to 99.9%.

#### Error detection

Since our differential encoding only allows two valid output states (HL and LH), the other two states (HH and LL) signal an error in the circuit’s execution. This can happen when a prefetcher fetches both wires in the cache, or when both wires are evicted from the cache. While all invalid states indicate an error, not all errors cause invalid states. Immediately below, we discuss the way we overcome this limitation with a careful application of majority voting.

#### Error correction

When Flexo detects an error in the output bits of a circuit, it needs to re-run that circuit to correct the error. The naive approach is to re-run the circuit until a single run produces a completely valid set of output bits; for a three-output circuit, this means that one run must produce three valid outputs. For better performance, though, we save the results of every valid output bit over the repeated circuit executions—and only re-run the circuit until there exists a valid bit for every output. If one run of a three-output circuit produces two valid bits and another produces the third, for example, we can stop re-running the circuit: we have saved three valid output bits over the course of the two runs.

While differential encoding can detect errors leading to invalid outputs HH or LL, it cannot detect errors that lead to valid (but incorrect) outputs. This could happen, for example, if the overall result of a computation should be HL, but some errors cause the computation to incorrectly output LH. To address this problem, we run a majority vote for each output bit in the circuit. On each run, for each valid output bit, we record whether that bit is zero or one. Once each output is either zero or one > 50% of the time, we return the majority’s
choice for each output and stop re-running the circuit. In contrast to prior work, this means that in principle our circuits’ runtime is unbounded. In practice, however, a circuit with reasonable accuracy (> 10%) only needs a few—in our experiments, at most seven—re-runs to produce the output, while circuits with much lower accuracy (< 1%) can incur much larger overhead (100–250×).

3.3 Optimizing the memory layout

Prior work shows that microarchitectural features such as the prefetcher affect μWM’s accuracy. Katzman et al. [63] report that enabling the prefetcher reduces the accuracy of their circuits by 41–52%. Evtushkin et al. [38] and Kaplan [62] also discuss the accuracy-related effects of weird registers’ placement and alignment in memory.

These observations motivate us to optimize Flexo’s memory layout to reduce these microarchitectural effects. For Flexo, the two most important factors for accuracy are (1) the spacing between successive weird registers (i.e., the size of the gaps between two weird registers’ memory addresses), and (2) the mapping from circuit wires to cache lines. Our evaluation (§5) demonstrates that Flexo’s accuracy remains high without disabling the prefetcher—in fact, Flexo gives higher accuracy with the prefetcher enabled than prior state of the art does with the prefetcher disabled [63].

Setting the spacing between weird registers As noted above, the memory layout of weird registers is a key design parameter. If weird registers R1 and R2 have memory addresses that are too close together, the prefetcher might fetch (say) R2 into the cache as a side effect of the weird machine’s fetching R1, thereby corrupting the value in R2. Similarly, if registers R1 and R2 both map to the same cache set in a set-associative cache, computing on one register might cause the other’s eviction, which also leads to corruption.

Kaplan [62] suggests separating weird registers by 4160 (4096 + 64) bytes: a ≥ 4096-byte offset puts weird registers on different pages, defeating the prefetcher, and the additional 64-byte offset ensures that most weird registers map to a different cache set. But a separation this large is not suitable for large circuits: when the number of active pages exceeds the size of the translation lookaside buffer, the resulting page table thrashing adds more noise to the circuit’s execution. In our evaluation (§5), we use 1088-byte (1024 + 64) gaps for the smallest circuit (the 4-bit ALU). For the larger circuits (SHA-1, AES, and Simon), which require more weird registers, we use either 576- or 488-byte (512 ± 64) gaps.

Randomizing weird register memory layout To reduce the effect of the prefetcher for large circuits (which, as discussed immediately above, must use smaller register-to-register gaps), Flexo also randomizes the mapping of weird registers to memory addresses before each execution. To do so, Flexo accesses weird registers via an indirection table Rj defining a permutation on {0, …, k − 1} for k weird registers. When the gap between weird registers is g bytes and the base memory address of the weird register file is b, the address of (zero-indexed) weird register j is given by b + g · Rj(j). Rj is implemented as a length-k array of integers; before execution, Flexo shuffles {0, …, k − 1} into the array.

4 A compiler for Flexo

To execute a program using a μWM, a programmer must express that program as a boolean circuit. Transforming a high-level computation into a (well-performing) circuit and implementing that circuit as a μWM is both difficult and error-prone—especially for complex programs such as cryptographic computations. To address this, we build the first compiler that generates μWMs. Our compiler consumes C or C++ and targets the differential encoding presented in Section 3; as we discuss below, this is an easier target than prior encodings.

Our compiler makes it easy to create efficient weird machines. For example, the source code for our SHA-1 hash function is 274 lines of code, whereas prior work [63] requires around two thousand lines to implement the same circuit from low-level logic gates. This convenience does not sacrifice performance: our compiler-generated implementation of one SHA-1 round is about 25× faster than prior work (§5). As further evidence that μWM compilers can improve both performance and usability, we implement three proof-of-concept optimization passes and configuration hooks:

- Error detection hooks let us build Section 3’s error correction mechanism in 21 lines of code.
- The compiler lets us configure the length of the transient window (§2.1), which makes it easy to fine-tune μWMs for a given microarchitecture.
- An optimization pass makes generated circuits more resilient to prefetching and cache eviction.

In this section, we outline prior work that inspired our compiler, and then give an overview of our compilation pipeline. Our compiler is implemented in 2245 lines of C++ code.

Background: circuit compilers and high-level synthesis

While prior work suggests building compilers that target μWMs [125], this work, to our knowledge, is the first such implementation. Still, compiling from programming languages to circuits is an important research topic in several distinct fields. High-level synthesis (HLS) creates a hardware description from a programming language (often, C or C++);

---

5Flexo’s compiler (§4) makes it easy to tune runtime versus accuracy by specifying the number of votes required when choosing an output value.

6Requiring the prefetcher to be disabled makes a μWM less practical: modern CPUs’ prefetcher can only be disabled with root or BIOS access, and the prefetcher is generally enabled by default because it boosts performance.
see [32] for a survey. In contrast to our compiler, which produces purely combinational circuits (discussed below), the key challenge in HLS is efficiently handling stateful circuits (e.g., flip-flops or latches). HLS techniques may nevertheless prove valuable in future work (§7), particularly with regard to optimization.

Further afield, compilers target the circuit-like representations [91] used by cryptographic primitives like multi-party computation [2, 14, 20, 24, 55, 56, 81], fully homomorphic encryption [121], and probabilistic proof systems [18, 29, 70, 93, 106, 107, 122]. These compilers transform high-level programs into boolean or arithmetic circuits, which, as in µWMs, are almost always purely combinational. Similarly, program verifiers [9, 10, 25, 27, 28, 30, 61, 65, 71, 74, 112, 119, 120, 131] target logical formulas (which are isomorphic to combinational circuits). Both verifiers and cryptographic compilers allow programmers to use control flow (via standard flattening techniques (e.g., as in [25])) and memory operations (via domain-specific representations). Future µWMs may build on such techniques to support a richer input language.

µWM compiler overview Figure 1 shows the process by which our compiler constructs a weird machine from a C or C++ function. First, the programmer provides an input file and annotates the functions that should be compiled to weird machines. Each annotated function is processed by an LLVM pass that translates it into a high-level Verilog circuit-like description. This pass treats function bodies as the circuit’s computation, function arguments as the input and output wires of the circuit, and the function’s return value as an error detection bit (§4.1).

The compiler uses Yosys [129], an off-the-shelf EDA tool, to synthesize the Verilog into a Verilog description. This pass treats function bodies as the circuit’s computation, function arguments as the input and output wires of the circuit, and the function’s return value as an error detection bit. The µWM’s input values are function arguments (which can be pointers or integral types), as are its outputs (which must be pointers; see §4.1). Specifying a bool function return type directs the compiler to emit extra error detection code: the function returns true if any output wire yields an error.

4.1 The compilation pipeline

Our compiler converts input programs (e.g., Listing 6) into boolean circuits in several pipeline stages, shown in Figure 1.

From LLVM IR to Verilog circuit In this stage, the compiler translates LLVM IR into a high-level Verilog circuit. It treats function arguments as input and output buses; an input is an argument whose value is only ever read, and an output is one whose value is only ever written. The restric-

Listing 6: An example input program to our compiler. This program implements one round of SHA-1.

```c
// Listing 6: An example input program to our compiler. This program implements one round of SHA-1.

#define ROL(x, n) (((x) << (n)) | ((x) >> (32 - (n))))

void weird_sha1_round(
    unsigned* input,
    unsigned* output, unsigned* error_output
) {
    unsigned a = input[0];
    unsigned b = input[1];
    unsigned c = input[2];
    unsigned d = input[3];
    unsigned e = input[4];
    unsigned w = input[5];
    unsigned k = 0x5A827999;

    unsigned f = (b & c) | ((~b) & d);
    unsigned temp = ROL(a, 5) + f + e + w + k;

    output[0] = temp;
    output[1] = a;
    output[2] = ROL(b, 30);
    output[3] = c;
    output[4] = d;
}
```

Figure 1: The compiler pipeline. In the first stage, the compiler executes clang’s frontend with the -emit-llvm flag to emit LLVM IR code.
tions on input programs discussed above make the LLVM IR to Verilog conversion step straightforward. For example, the compiler converts arithmetic instructions into the corresponding Verilog operators and converts memory instructions into assignments between wires or buses.

In addition to specifying a global boolean return value that is set if an error occurred, the programmer can specify error bits for individual outputs, which can be used to implement custom error correction. To implement the error correction described in Section 3, for example, we write code that checks each output’s error flag, saves valid values, and conditionally re-executes the circuit.

**From Verilog to truth tables**  Our compiler guarantees that the Verilog it generates encodes purely combinational logic (i.e., free of memory elements like flip-flops and latches). The Verilog can thus be translated into truth tables using standard logic synthesis techniques [101, Ch. 12]. Our compiler uses Yosys [129], an open-source synthesis tool that targets FPGAs; this is convenient because Flexo’s arbitrary 4-input gates (§3) closely resemble an FPGA’s lookup tables (LUTs). The output from Yosys is a set of 4-input truth tables, which would normally be used to program an FPGA’s LUTs; our compiler instead uses them to construct a µWM.

We note that Flexo’s ability to implement any 4-input boolean function makes this step substantially easier while improving the quality of the result. In principle, one could use Yosys to target the set of gates supported by prior work (e.g., AND, OR, and NOT [38, 62, 63, 125]). However, extracting good performance from such a circuit would be challenging because it would require the synthesis process to account for the speed, size, and accuracy of a composition of heterogeneous gates. In contrast, the performance of Flexo’s 4-input gates is essentially oblivious to the logical function being computed, and its basic unit of computation is much richer than prior work’s. This dramatically simplifies the synthesis process and completely eliminates a (difficult) optimization pass.

**From truth tables to Flexo**  The final pipeline stage converts the prior stage’s truth tables into Flexo gates and emits an assembly implementation of the µWM. To do so, the compiler uses the Quine-McCluskey logic minimization algorithm [83] to construct the \( f_+ \) and \( f_- \) expressions as sums of products, then implements those expressions using basic AND and OR gadgets (§2.2; Listings 4 and 5, §3.1).

The compiler then generates assembly to prepare the circuit’s inputs (i.e., by transferring the values from architectural to microarchitectural state), to read the circuit’s outputs into architectural state (i.e., by measuring cache residency information for each output value), and to trigger transient execution for each gate (via return address misprediction; §2.1). The compiler’s approach to triggering transient execution gives it precise control over the length of the transient window. This is a parameter that the user can set, giving a convenient knob for tuning the µWM to a particular microarchitecture.

The compiler optimizes the µWM’s memory layout to improve accuracy in the face of prefetching and cache evictions (§3.3): it controls the spacing between successive weird registers (to avoid prefetching and correlated evictions), and emits code that randomizes weird registers’ memory locations before each execution (to further counteract the prefetcher). Finally, the compiler splices the optimized assembly code into the LLVM IR file and generates a standard executable.

## 5 Evaluation

We now evaluate Flexo via the following questions:

1. How does Flexo compare to state-of-the-art prior work in speed and accuracy? (§5.1)
2. How large of a Flexo circuit can execute correctly across different microarchitectures? (§5.2)
3. How does Flexo perform on larger computations (i.e., SHA-1 and AES) using composed circuits? (§5.3)

We find that Flexo significantly reduces the circuit size and performs one to two orders of magnitude faster than the state of the art. Furthermore, Flexo is the first µWM that can perform reliably (≥97.8% accuracy) across different microarchitectures even for complex computations like SHA-1 and AES, allowing us to build an end-to-end application: a weird machine–based packer (§6).

Throughout this section, we construct circuits for Flexo using the compiler described in Section 4. These circuits are compiled from at most a few hundred lines of C or C++, and constructing the circuits requires no manual edits. This stands in stark contrast to prior work, in which all circuits must be hand crafted by experts.

**Testbeds**  We evaluate Flexo on eight different AWS EC2 machine types (Table 1), all running Ubuntu 22.04; we use one of these machines (Skylake) to reproduce the results of state-of-the-art prior work (§5.1). Our testbed machines cover several of the latest x86_64 microarchitectures from AMD and Intel. (In the rest of this section we refer to these machines using their microarchitectures, e.g., “Skylake.”)

Because we run our experiments in a public cloud environment, other tenants are able to inject noise into the CPU’s shared microarchitectural states. While our experiments suggest that this noise has little effect on our results (see Appendix B for details), achieving high accuracy on shared machines increases our confidence that Flexo is suitable for deployment in real-world settings.

**Experimental method**  To measure Flexo’s runtime and accuracy on a given circuit, we compile (§4) a binary that evaluates the circuit one thousand times on random inputs and reports the number of correct executions and total time. We then repeatedly execute that binary for forty-three hours.
Table 1: The AWS EC2 instances and processors we use to perform our evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microarchitecture</th>
<th>Instance Type</th>
<th>Processor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zen 1</td>
<td>t3a.xlarge</td>
<td>AMD EPYC 7571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 2</td>
<td>c5a.xlarge</td>
<td>AMD EPYC 7R32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 3</td>
<td>c6a.xlarge</td>
<td>AMD EPYC 7R13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 4</td>
<td>m7a.xlarge</td>
<td>AMD EPYC 9R14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylake</td>
<td>c5n.xlarge</td>
<td>Intel Xeon 8124M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade Lake</td>
<td>m5n.xlarge</td>
<td>Intel Xeon 8259CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice lake</td>
<td>m6in.xlarge</td>
<td>Intel Xeon 8375C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire Rapids</td>
<td>m7i.xlarge</td>
<td>Intel Xeon 8488SC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of the circuit size, accuracy, and runtime of GoT [63] and Flexo for the 4-bit ALU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GoT [63]</th>
<th>Flexo</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wires</td>
<td>Gates</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without error correction</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>81.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With error correction</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>98.90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of the circuit size, accuracy, and runtime of GoT [63] and Flexo for one round of SHA-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GoT [63]</th>
<th>Flexo</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wires</td>
<td>Gates</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without error correction</td>
<td>2976</td>
<td>2208</td>
<td>57.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With error correction</td>
<td>1061</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>95.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 How does Flexo compare to prior work?

We compare the accuracy and execution time of our circuits to those from Gates of Time (GoT) [63], state-of-the-art prior work building µWMs. We find that, across a variety of circuits, Flexo performs approximately 25–49× faster and 4–17% more accurately than GoT with error correction, and approximately 5–10× faster and 18–39% more accurately than GoT without error correction.

Reproducing GoT’s results We evaluate both projects on the Skylake machine. Although we do not use exactly the same CPU as GoT (their CPU is unavailable on AWS EC2), our CPU uses the same core microarchitecture as the one used in their evaluation. Further, our reported results for GoT are similar to those reported in GoT. Specifically, Tables 2 and 3 give similar results to [63, §4.1–4.2] with prefetchers enabled.

We evaluate two circuits from GoT: a 4-bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and one round of the SHA-1 hash function. We choose these computations because they are of practical interest and cover a range of circuit sizes (SHA-1 is about 10× larger than the 4-bit ALU). To evaluate GoT’s performance, we execute the shell script in their artifact, reporting median accuracy and runtime. We compare both error-corrected and non-error-corrected GoT and Flexo circuits.

Results without error correction The top portion of Table 2 compares GoT’s 4-bit ALU performance to that of Flexo. Flexo reduces the circuit size by 87.20% compared to GoT, which leads to a 9.89× speedup. At the same time, Flexo improves the circuits’ accuracy from 81% to 98.9% without relying on error correction or detection. Flexo also reduces the SHA-1 circuit size by 75.36% (with a 5.3× speedup) and increases accuracy by 38.8% (Table 3).

7https://github.com/0xADE1A1DE/GoT/blob/main/circuits/run_experiment_all_with_prefetcher.sh. This script executes the circuit one hundred times to measure accuracy and runtime, and repeats this ten thousand times to collect the median.
Results with error correction  The bottom portions of Table 2 and 3 compare error-corrected GoT to error-corrected Flexo. Table 2 and 3 show that, with error correction, Flexo achieves perfect accuracy with tiny performance penalty. Our bit-by-bit error correction mechanism (§3.2) increases the accuracy while maintaining high performance, yielding only 1.76% (ALU) or 6.48% (SHA-1) longer runtime.

While error-corrected GoT also enjoys much higher accuracy, its runtime is 48.73× and 24.73× slower than Flexo for ALU and SHA-1, respectively. This is because GoT implements error correction using majority voting: it executes the same circuit five times, and then outputs the most common result. While this improves the circuit’s accuracy, it also increases the runtime by ≈5× compared to the un-corrected version. In contrast, Flexo re-runs the circuit (correction) only when it detects an error (§3.2), and thus incurs minimal overhead when the circuit is already accurate.

5.2 How large can a Flexo circuit be?
Scaling µWMs to large circuits is challenging. As the circuit grows, it needs more storage for the values of wires and may start incurring self-evictions in the cache. Using more cache lines might also increase interference from hardware prefetchers. This results in less accurate circuits. For example, when the circuit in Section 5.1 grows by ≈10×—from a 4-bit ALU to the SHA-1 circuit—GoT’s accuracy degrades by 24%.

In this section, we show that Flexo’s design can handle much larger circuits than those in prior work. We do so by executing four circuits across a range of sizes: in addition to the simple 4-bit ALU and the first round of SHA-1 from the prior section, we evaluate circuits implementing one round of AES encryption and the entire Simon block cipher [12], which are five and eight times larger than the SHA-1 circuit, respectively. We evaluate the accuracy and runtime of Flexo on the eight machines in Table 1, finding that Flexo supports a wide range of CPU microarchitectures and that its error correction mechanism dramatically increases accuracy—in one case, from under 0.3% to over 99.9%.

Circuit implementation  The ALU and SHA-1 implementations are the same ones reported in Section 5.1.

To build one round of AES encryption with a 128-bit key, we implement its four operations, which are SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, and AddRoundKey (214 lines of C). The most challenging operation is SubBytes, which requires computing a multiplicative inverse over GF(2^8). While SubBytes is usually implemented as a lookup table (i.e., the AES S-box), this approach would be inefficient in Flexo. We instead use the method of Canright et al. [23] and Satoh et al. [102] to compute a multiplicative inverse directly.

We also implement Simon [12], a lightweight block cipher designed for microcontrollers. We use the variant with 32-bit blocks and a 64-bit key. Because this cipher is so simple, we can execute the entire cipher in one circuit (50 lines of C).

Results  Table 4 shows the results of the four test circuits on our eight testbed machines. We find that Flexo can compute large circuits (> 4k gates) with very high accuracy (≥ 99.3%) on all testbed machines, demonstrating that it supports complex computations that prior µWMs could not handle. As Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate, Flexo’s circuit construction (§3) results in ≈4–8× smaller circuits than prior work, meaning that a 4k-gate Flexo circuit supports significantly more complex functionality than prior work with that number of gates.

For ALU and SHA-1, most of our testbed machines give high accuracy even without error correction (EC). The AES circuit, in contrast, is ≈5× as large as SHA-1 and its accuracy is much lower. But even when its accuracy is as low as 1.4% (on Zen 3 and Zen 4), EC can still correct all errors at the cost of longer runtime (≈7×).

Simon is the largest circuit, and most AMD CPUs give very low accuracy. For Zen 3, we must reduce the circuit size from 4322 gates to 3282 gates by reducing the number of rounds in the cipher (from 32 to 25) in order to generate correct outputs. In other words, the maximum size of a Flexo circuit for Zen 3 is ≈3k gates. Beyond this size accuracy drops to zero, at which point error correction cannot help. Other Zen machines still give nonzero accuracy when computing the full 32 rounds. In these cases, even when accuracy is as low as 0.3%, error correction still improves it to 99.9%, although the performance penalty is high (≈298×).

5.3 How does Flexo perform on composed circuits?
A standard technique for running large computations in µWMs is to stitch several smaller circuits together via architectural computations. While this approach is helpful, it does not entirely address the problem of scaling µWMs to large computations, for two reasons. First, it exposes more of the computation in architectural states, which may increase the likelihood of detection—so fewer stitches (i.e., larger µWM circuits; §5.2) is better for stealth. Second, as a natural consequence of composing circuits with imperfect accuracy, the accuracy and/or speed of the overall computation suffers.

In this section, we evaluate Flexo’s accuracy and runtime when composing several circuits. In particular, we use the single round SHA-1 and AES circuits as building blocks to compose a complete SHA-1 hash function and AES encryption. As in prior work, we stitch these circuits together by using architectural computation to transform the outputs of one circuit into the inputs of the next one.

Results  Table 5 shows the results of the SHA-1 hash function with two input blocks and the AES encryption with one block and a 128-bit key. The SHA-1 hash function is composed of 160 small circuits (one circuit per round, 80 rounds per block), while the AES encryption comprises 19 small circuits (ten rounds and nine round keys).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>EC</th>
<th>SHA-1</th>
<th>AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>Acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 1</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>97.90%</td>
<td>14.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>15.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 2</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>99.00%</td>
<td>14.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>14.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 3</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>99.50%</td>
<td>12.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>12.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 4</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>99.50%</td>
<td>13.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>13.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylake</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>98.90%</td>
<td>13.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>13.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade Lake</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>98.70%</td>
<td>13.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>13.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icelake</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>92.50%</td>
<td>10.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>11.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire Rapids</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>96.50%</td>
<td>14.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>14.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The accuracy and runtime of Flexo with or without error correction (EC) on different CPUs. The runtime is in microseconds. *For Zen 3, we reduce the number of encryption rounds from 32 to 25 since it cannot correctly compute Simon encryption with more than 25 rounds. The circuit for 25 rounds has 6528 wires and 3282 gates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHA-1</th>
<th>AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>Acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 1</td>
<td>99.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 2</td>
<td>99.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 3</td>
<td>97.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 4</td>
<td>99.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylake</td>
<td>99.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade Lake</td>
<td>99.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icelake</td>
<td>99.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire Rapids</td>
<td>98.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The accuracy and runtime of the SHA-1 hash function and the AES encryption of Flexo with error correction on different CPUs. The runtime is in milliseconds.

We find that Flexo is able to achieve high accuracy (≥ 97.8%) for both computations. For comparison, the GoT authors report 95.1% accuracy for two blocks (i.e., 160 one-round circuits) of SHA-1 [63, §4.2]. Runtime is also better than in prior work: composing 160 GoT SHA-1 round circuits with error correction (using the single-round runtime from §5.1) would be more than 20× slower than our SHA-1 results.

6 A weird machine packer

In this section we modify UPX [88], a binary packer [114], that is among the most widely used for malware [86], by obfuscating its unpacking process in order to make analysis more difficult. Our modified UPX uses a Flexo decryption stage during unpacking (and a corresponding encryption stage when packing; this is not obfuscated because it is never run on a victim machine) using Simon [12] or AES (§5.2).

Prior work [38, 125] also obfuscates malware with a μWM, but the obfuscation is limited to simple XOR operations and requires expertly hand-crafted μWM designs. Evtyushkin et al. [38] report that computing XOR on twenty bytes of data takes around 500 ms; Flexo takes less time to compute AES-CTR decryption on that amount of data. This work also demonstrates for the first time that using a μWM to obfuscate large computations is feasible for a non-expert: as mentioned in the prior section, our implementations of Simon and AES comprise 119 and 402 lines of C, respectively, and our compiler is able to automatically add it to UPX. We also modify the original UPX project with 412 lines of C++ to add an encryption stage during the encryption process and invoke the weird machine during unpacking.

Background: program obfuscation Program obfuscation makes a program more difficult to understand by increasing its complexity without changing its functionality [132]. Developers may use obfuscation to protect intellectual property [37], enforce software licensing [103], prevent tamper-
While ExSpectre \cite{123} aims to hide these tracks in transient executions, and their states are still stored architecturally. In contrast, our Flexo-based packer hides both computation and program state in the microarchitecture.

\textbf{\mu WM packers} Figure 2 gives an overview of the packing and unpacking processes for our \mu WM packer. At a high level, unmodified UPX (Fig. 2a) compresses the original binary and creates a self-unpacking executable. Our \mu WM packer (Fig. 2b) makes three changes: first, it computes a set of checksums after compressing the data; second, it encrypts the compressed data; and third, in addition to the encrypted data, it injects the checksums and the decryption \mu WM into the self-unpacking executable. For the encryption scheme, users can choose AES or Simon in counter mode depending on their requirements. Since Simon is simpler, it generally runs faster; AES, on the other hand, makes unpacking more complex, which may improve obfuscation.

During unpacking, the \mu WM decrypts the payload, then the unpacking code checksums the result, retrying decryption if there is a mismatch with the packed checksums. Finally, the UPX runtime decompresses the program and executes it.

The net result is that our \mu WM packer makes analysis even more difficult than standard packing. Performing unpacking steps in \mu WMs, for example, foils existing static analysis tools that depend on running a standard unpacker before analyzing code \cite{16}. Flexo also breaks existing dynamic deobfuscation techniques that rely on emulation or single-stepping through the unpacking process. Such techniques interrupt transient execution, which causes unpacking to fail.

\textbf{How fast is the unpacking process?} We evaluate our packer on the \ls binary from Ubuntu 23.04 (132 kiB uncompressed, 58 kiB compressed) using the testbed machines in Table 1. For each machine, our unpacker injects a Flexo decryption circuit with the same transient window length used in Section 5. We run the unpacker 100 times and calculate the median runtime, and Table 6 shows the results for Simon and AES. In summary, AES gives similar speed on all machines, roughly five minutes. On Zen 2 and Intel machines, Simon is faster: it finishes unpacking within eighty seconds, i.e., 2.1–5.3× faster than AES.

\textbf{Can we create a cross-microarchitecture packed binary?} The rightmost column of Table 6 shows the runtime of the Icelake-specific binary using Simon on all Intel microarchitectures. There is a mismatch with the packed checksums. Finally, the UPX runtime decompresses the program and executes it.

The net result is that our \mu WM packer makes analysis even more difficult than standard packing. Performing unpacking steps in \mu WMs, for example, foils existing static analysis tools that depend on running a standard unpacker before analyzing code \cite{16}. Flexo also breaks existing dynamic deobfuscation techniques that rely on emulation or single-stepping through the unpacking process. Such techniques interrupt transient execution, which causes unpacking to fail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Simon</th>
<th>AES</th>
<th>Single binary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zen 1</td>
<td>909.67</td>
<td>355.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 2</td>
<td>64.66</td>
<td>242.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 3</td>
<td>304.72</td>
<td>259.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 4</td>
<td>2008.87</td>
<td>263.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylake</td>
<td>79.37</td>
<td>354.48</td>
<td>81.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade Lake</td>
<td>58.92</td>
<td>300.12</td>
<td>109.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icelake</td>
<td>146.58</td>
<td>306.12</td>
<td>146.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire Rapids</td>
<td>50.13</td>
<td>268.35</td>
<td>60.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Our unpacker’s median runtime in seconds using Simon and AES ciphers across the testbed CPUs (§6). The rightmost column is the runtime of the Icelake-specific binary using Simon on all Intel microarchitectures.

This work started by asking whether \mu WMs should be considered a practical threat, or if they are likely to remain limited to simple computations and accessible only to a small group of experts. Our results show that \mu WMs have orders of magnitude more potential as a computational primitive than previously known, and that non-experts assisted by a compiler
can craft μWMs with state-of-the-art performance. History has shown that, beyond some minimum viability threshold, attack techniques tend to become more powerful over time. Considering both their extremely clever application to cache side-channel attacks in prior work [62, 63] and the performance and broad applicability demonstrated here, we believe μWMs are now well beyond that threshold. We thus conclude that μWMs merit further study, both to understand their limits and to develop detection methods and countermeasures. To that end, we offer a few specific suggestions:

**Circuit optimizations** Flexo circuits (and μWM circuits more generally) are very different from traditional circuits: the wires (weird registers) are volatile, which means their values are destroyed after a read, and the size of a logic gate is determined by the number of minterms of its boolean function. In contrast, traditional circuits can read from a wire multiple times without additional cost, and the size of a lookup table in FPGA circuits is determined by the number of inputs instead of the number of minterms. This raises interesting questions with regard to optimizations: (1) should we account for the cost of reusing wires in a circuit, and if so, how? and (2) how can we minimize the number of transient windows required by a weird circuit (e.g., by packing as many minterms as possible into each window)? Accounting for these special characteristics may result in much more efficient circuits.

**Hiding and detecting weird machines** Although μWMs frustrate program analysis by hiding computational states, behaving differently when debugged, and expressing high-level computations as low-level logic gates, their implementations are still visible in the program’s code. While it would be a challenge, an analyst could reverse engineer the assembly code of a μWM to reconstruct the computation.

It may be possible to further hinder this type of analysis by hiding μWMs in dead code that is usually ignored by binary analysis tools—or even by camouflaging real μWMs with dummy ones. Of course, this is most helpful if the defender’s goal is understanding the μWM—it is likely much easier to detect binaries containing μWMs (say, in a malware scanner). As μWM obfuscation becomes more of a threat, good detection and analysis techniques will become more important. These may include, for example, using hardware performance counters [33] and checking if a program’s execution differs with different transient window lengths depending on the microarchitecture (§4–§6). With additional engineering work, however, we could extend our compiler to produce binaries that calibrate transient window length at runtime. Our evaluation shows that this one parameter suffices to retarget Flexo across a wide range of microarchitectures, indicating that such runtime calibration is plausible because it does not involve a complex multi-parameter optimization.

**Microarchitecture-specific μWMs** In Section 6, we showed that Flexo binaries compiled for a specific microarchitecture can port to other microarchitectures. Such cross-microarchitecture binaries are useful because they do not require tailoring to individual machines, enabling attackers to build obfuscated, portable malware that can infect as many machines as possible. An intriguing alternative direction would be to explore the design of compilers for μWMs that work only on specific microarchitectures, by leveraging properties or optimizations that are unique to those microarchitectures. These microarchitecture-specific binaries would be useful for targeted attack scenarios, where an attacker may want their malware to activate only on the specific target machines. Such binaries could also raise the analysis cost by requiring analysts to examine them on specific microarchitectures.
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10Recall that single-step debugging breaks μWMs, e.g., by affecting its transient execution and timing behaviors.


A Compiler input and output

Listing 7 shows how the compiler translates an 8-bit XOR from C code (a) into: LLVM IR (b); a Verilog circuit (c); truth tables (d); and assembly (e).

B How does noise from co-tenants on shared machines affect Flexo?

In Section 5, we evaluated the performance of Flexo’s circuits by repeatedly running each binary for 100 hours in the AWS EC2 public cloud environment. To assess the impact of noise due to other tenants who may have been co-located with our instances, we now analyze if the runtime and accuracy of our binaries changed during that time window.

Figures 3 and 4 show the accuracy and runtime of Flexo over the 100-hour time window. For all these plots, each data point is the moving median of ten accuracy/runtime samples.

From these plots, we can see that most circuits are very stable on all the machines. We only see temporal variations on the AMD Zen 1 and Zen 3 machines. For AMD Zen 1, the accuracy for all circuits is stable. However, the runtime of the Simon and AES circuits exhibits notable variances, displaying what appears to be a periodic pattern occurring approximately every 24 hours. For AMD Zen 3, the Simon and SHA-1 circuits have larger variances in accuracy, and the Simon and AES circuits have larger variances in runtime. Nevertheless, the accuracy of these circuits is still very high (usually around 97–98%) even in the presence of noise.
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Listing 7: The output of each compiler pipeline for an XOR circuit.
Figure 3: The accuracy of Flexo over 100 hours.

Figure 4: The runtime of Flexo over 100 hours.